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Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD)

        strong force confining quarks inside a proton 
      (and keeping protons inside a nucleus) 



  

Probing 
smaller distances

 requires
larger momentum

 transfer q
 (small wavelength)

Rutherford

Hofstadter

SLAC
FNAL

CERN

HERA

Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS)

Struck quark ---> hadrons 

Proton remnant 

Proton

resolution:

r » 1/Q



  



A DIS event



  

QED

QCD
(structure functions)

Kinematic Invariants



  

Deep Inelastic Scattering

with 



  

Deep Inelastic Scattering

Strong interactions: contained in the hadronic tensor 



  

space-time picture of DIS

with 

light cone variables
advantages: boosting is easy
                                separation of large and small components of vectors   



  

space-time picture of DIS



  

space-time picture of DIS



  

what is inside a hadron: parton model 

parton constituents of 
proton are  “free” on time scale 
1/Q << 1/L (interaction
time scale between partons)

structure functions  
depend only on xBj

Feynman:

Bjorken limit



DIS in the QCD-improved parton model

now we have to study QCD dynamics in DIS 

               – this leads to similar problems already encountered in e+e-  

we got a long way (parton model) without invoking QCD

let‘s try to compute the O(as) QCD corrections to the naive picture

aS corrections to the LO process photon-gluon fusion

caveat: expect divergencies 

             related to soft/collinear emission or from loops

what to do with infinities? 
introduce “regulator” in the intermediate stages, remove it at the end 



general structure of the QCD corrections [O(as)] 

LO

 large logarithms
(collinear emission)

    finite
coefficients

using small quark/gluon mass as a regulator:

divergences absorbed 
into pdf 



DGLAP “evolution” equation



DGLAP “evolution” equation: 
scale dependence of parton distribution functions

Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi



  

Deep Inelastic Scattering

early experiments (SLAC,...): 
scale invariance of hadron structure 

QCD: scaling violations

x is the fraction of 
hadron energy carried 
by a parton 



What drives the growth of parton distributions?



  

Regge Gribov

QCD in the Regge-Gribov limit

recall



  

:pQCD



  

radiated gluons have the 
same size (1/Q2) - the number
of partons increase due to the 
increased longitudinal phase space  

Resolving the nucleus/hadron:

Regge-Gribov limit

Physics of strong color fields in QCD, multi-particle production- 
possibly discover novel universal properties of theory in this limit

hadron/nucleus becomes a dense system of gluons: 
concept of a quasi-free parton is not useful 



  

break down of pQCD at small x 
“attractive”  bremsstrahlung      vs.    “repulsive”  recombination

 included in pQCD  not included in pQCD
(collinear factorization)



  

Low x QCD: 
many-body dynamics of universal gluonic matter (CGC)

How does this happen ?

How do correlation functions of 
these evolve ? 

Are there scaling laws ?

Can CGC explain aspects of HEC ?
Initial conditions for hydro? 
Thermalization ?
Long range rapidity correlations ?
Azimuthal angular correlations ?
Nuclear modification factor ?



  

A model of nuclei at high energy 

R ~ 6 
fm

(a system of color charges)



  

random color Electric & Magnetic fields 
in the plane of the fast moving nucleus

x+ at rest

Electric field of a 
point charge at high energy

J.D. Jackson 
Classical Electrodynamics

a very large nucleus at high energy: MV model 



  

high x partons as static color charges r

recall for any 
4-momentum

X0

“valence”“wee”

natural time scale for “valence” partons is much 
larger than that of “wee” partons

small x:      k+ << p+ 



  

a very large nucleus at high energy: MV model 

sheet of color charge moving 
along x+ and sitting at x - = 0

color current color charge

with

boost

RHIC
LHC

x+x-



  

small x gluons in a hadron   

most gluons in the wave function of a hadron have momentum Qs 



  

 a framework for multi-particle production in QCD at small x/low pt

QCD at high energy/small x: gluon saturation 

en
er

gy
 ~

 1
/x

for a proton target (quarks)

high gluon density: Eikonal multiple scattering

pt broadening (generic to multiple scattering)

energy dependence: x-evolution via JIMWLK/BK

suppression of spectra/away side peaks 



  

scattering from a dense system of gluons 

scattering of a quark from background color field  

EOM:solution 

does not depend on x-
(in A+ = 0 gauge)

recall (eikonal approx):



  

contour integration over the pole leads to 
path ordering of scattering 

 ignore all terms: and use



  

 with

sum over all scatterings   



  

quark anti-quark production in DIS at small x

with 

use spinor helicity methods to evaluate the Dirac algebra



  

quark anti-quark production in DIS at small x

with



  

DIS total cross section

probability of photon 
decaying into a quark 

anti-quark pair

probability of the quark 
anti-quark “dipole” 

scattering on the target
total cross section = 

QED QCD

can be written in closed 
form in terms of Bessel 

functions K0, K1 



  

Next time
One-loop corrections to the total cross section

Evolution equations
solutions

High energy heavy ion collisions (QGP)

Evidence from HERA/RHIC/LHC

Current/Future directions



  

pQCD in pp Collisions 
collinear factorization: separation of soft (long distance) and hard (short distance)

 distribution
 functions 

 fragmentation
 function

 hard
 scattering 

power 
corrections
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